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ABSTRACT
We consider a class of string-like models introduced previously where all
modes are left-handed, all states are massless, T-duality is manifest, and only
a finite number of orders in the string tension can appear. These theories arise
from standard string theories by a singular gauge limit and associated change
in worldsheet boundary conditions. In this paper we show how to calculate
amplitudes by using the gauge parameter as an infrared regulator. The am-
plitudes produce the Cachazo-He-Yuan delta-functions after some modular
integration; the Mason-Skinner string-like action and amplitudes arise from
the zero-tension (infinite-slope) limit. However, without the limit the ampli-
tudes have the same problems as found in the Mason-Skinner formalism.
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21. Introduction
Recently Hohm, Zwiebach, and the present author (henceforth cited as “HSZ”) [1]
found a singular gauge for string theory that apparently restricted it to the massless
sector, giving a closed and self-consistent truncation of the equations of motion for ex-
ternal fields that automatically terminated at 3 orders in α′. (Only the bosonic string
was treated there, although the method generalizes easily.) This was a consequence
of the fact that both left-handed and would-be-right-handed modes in that gauge
depend only on z and not z¯. (The approach was motivated by T-duality, but we will
not discuss that property here, nor the related part of the formalism.) Amplitudes
were not treated.
Soon after, in a related but independent development, Cachazo, He, and Yuan
(CHY) [2] developed string-like prescriptions for massless amplitudes: They involved
integrals over only z that were fixed by δ functions at the same values found by Gross
and Mende (GM) [3] for the JWKB approximation of high-energy, fixed-angle string
amplitudes.
Shortly later a (super)stringy derivation was given for these massless amplitudes
by Mason and Skinner (MS) [4], which was immediately generalized to the pure-
spinor superstring by Berkovits [5] and perhaps to loops by Adamo, Casali, and
Skinner (ACS) [6]. The MS-related string results [4-6], although applied only to closed
(super)strings, involve only the z coordinate in amplitude evaluation, using an HSZ-
type action. Although HSZ already used propagators depending only on z, MS went
further and defined vertex operators with only z integration. The CHY δ functions
were part of the vertex operators. The same BRST-invariant operator insertions
δ(P 2) used by ACS for loops can be used for trees, and produce the CHY/MS δ(k ·P )
upon collision with the “standard” string vertex operators. The MS-related results
were successful only for Type II superstrings, and with less supersymmetry for closed
string sectors where 3-point vertices received no α′ corrections (N=1 super Yang-Mills
and N=0 scalars).
In this paper we will use an approach closer to the standard one for strings: By
treating the HSZ gauge more carefully as a singular limit, we find “infinitesimal”
dependence on z¯ is required for IR regularization, where the gauge parameter is the
IR regulator. (Operator insertions, such as those used by MS/ACS, can also act as
IR regularization.) Then integration over z¯ with standard string vertex operators
produces the CHY δ functions. The vertex operators are standard because the BRST
operator is; even the string action is the standard one except for the gauge choice.
3Our results can be applied to all strings, but with the same limitations as the MS
approach.
2. Tension dependence
The MS action differs from the standard one by choice of HSZ gauge, but also
by taking the α′ → ∞ limit: The standard Virasoro constraints are X ′ · P and
P 2 +X ′2/α′2, with α′ inserted according to the usual dimensional analysis; MS keep
the first constraint (effectively ∂/∂σ) while replacing the second by just P 2, thus
α′ → ∞. (The relation to the standard action is not explicit in [4], since half the
gauge invariance has already been fixed; but it follows from the BRST operator, which
is standard except for α′ → ∞. After this partial gauge fixing, the action has the
same form as that of the null superstring [7].) In amplitude calculations in the HSZ
theory, the α′ →∞ limit affects only the vertex operators, by taking P ±X ′/α′ → P .
By not taking this limit, the HSZ gauge gives massless amplitudes corresponding
to those from field theory actions from all string theories. Unlike the CHY/MS results,
these have nontrivial (but finite-order) dependence on α′, except for the cases where
the field theory has no α′ corrections for the 3-point vertices (Type II, heterotic Yang-
Mills, or massless compactification scalars). Specifically, the HSZ bosonic field theory
action was of the formR+α′R2+α′2R3 (kinematics preclude higher powers at 3-point),
which is truncated by 1 supersymmetry to R+α′R2 and by 2 supersymmetries to just
R. (When including the 2-form, there are also Lorentz Chern-Simons contributions
[8].) The MS string action is explicitly the limit α′ →∞, and the corresponding limit
on amplitudes has no analog in terms of a (super)gravity action, except for Type
II. Similar remarks apply to Yang-Mills, which is F 2 + α′F 3, truncated to F 2 by 1
supersymmetry, and (massless) scalars, which are already restricted by kinematics to
φ3 at 3-point.
So in principle we have
usual all α′ dependence string field theory
HSZ perturbative in 1/α′ particle field theory
MS α′ →∞ field theory only for trivial α′
However, so far we have been able to produce consistent α′ corrections only for 3-point
amplitudes.
43. Gauges
There are two ingredients to the recipe for calculating amplitudes for the HSZ
theory from standard string actions: (1) the singular gauge limit that defines HSZ,
and (2) corresponding boundary conditions for the conformal field theory, which give
only massless states.
We begin with the bosonic string Lagrangian in Hamiltonian form, in an arbitrary
gauge, and in a flat background,
LH = −
.
XmPm + λ0
1
2
(
α′ηmnPmPn +
1
α′
ηmnX
′mX ′n
)
+ λ1X
′mPm
λ0 =
√−g
g11
, λ1 =
g01
g11
For now we set α′ = 1. (It can easily be reinserted by appropriately scaling the
spacetime metric and its inverse, or X and P .) We can also write the corresponding
Lagrangian form
LL = −12(∂RX) · (∂LX) = 12
√−ggMN(∂MX) · (∂NX)
∂L,R =
1√
λ0
[∂τ − (λ1 ∓ λ0)∂σ] , zL,R = ±12
1√
λ0
[(λ1 ± λ0)τ + σ]
(We have essentially used a zweibein in a convenient local Lorentz gauge.) Here
zL,R are conjugate to ∂L,R only in gauges where the worldsheet metric is constant,
which are sufficient for our purposes. Thus for later use it will be convenient to begin
with the conformal gauge (λ0 = 1, λ1 = 0), and make the nonconformal, but linear,
coordinate transformations
z → zL , z¯ → zR
at a convenient stage to effectively change to an arbitrary constant-metric gauge.
(z = 12(τ + σ) becomes
1
2(τ + iσ) after Wick rotation.) In the amplitudes, this
is effectively a change of dummy variables; it introduces a gauge parameter into a
gauge-invariant quantity as a way of defining an expansion.
There are 2 different families of gauges we can consider that are equivalent, but
suggest different interpretations. The first family interpolates between the conformal
gauge and the HSZ gauge, where all modes are left handed:
λ0 =
1
1 + β
, λ1 =
β
1 + β
; β ≥ 0
where
β =
{
0 conformal gauge
∞ HSZ gauge
5LH =
{− .X · P + 12(P 2 +X ′2) conformal gauge
−P · ∂¯X HSZ gauge
The interpolation between the 2 gauges looks simpler in Lagrangian form:
LL = −12
[
β(∂¯X)2 + (∂¯X)(∂X)
]
The singularity of the coefficient in the HSZ gauge enforces ∂¯X = 0. (The limit of
the Gaussian in the functional integral is a δ-functional.) The rest of the analysis
(ghosts, etc.) proceeds as usual, but is derived more conveniently by taking the usual
conformal gauge results and making the above coordinate transformation. These
gauges correspond to the substitutions from conformal gauge
z → zL =
√
1 + βz , z¯ → zR = 1√
1 + β
(z¯ − βz)
or after a global Lorentz transformation
zL = z , zR = z¯ − βz
The other interesting family of gauges is
λ0 = β , λ1 = 0 ; β ≥ 0
where β = 1 is the conformal gauge. (This is just an opposite scaling of τ and σ.)
Then
LH = −
.
X · P + β 12(P 2 +X ′2)
LL = −12
(
1
β
.
X2 − βX ′2
)
The interesting singular gauges are now β = 0 or∞, which enforce .X = 0 or X ′ = 0.
The relevant coordinate transformation is
zL,R =
1
2
(√
βτ ± 1√
β
σ
)
4. Boundary conditions
Usually L0 − L¯0 is used to constrain the left and right excitation levels to be
related. But for HSZ it also determines the τ development, which in turn determines
the boundary conditions: τ development determines the “energy” of the operators
appearing in the mode expansion, and creation operators are those that carry positive
energy. Equivalently, annihilation operators have coefficients that vanish as τ → −∞,
i.e., z → 0. In other words,
L0 − L¯0 = ∂
∂σ
=
(
∂
∂σ
)
L
+
(
∂
∂σ
)
R
6and both terms have the same oscillator expansion, with the same sign, since in
this gauge ∂/∂σ and ∂/∂τ are identified. In terms of R oscillators, this means a →
a†, a† → −a (with opposite sign to preserve commutation relations).
The net result is that left and right creation operators contribute with the same
sign to L0−L¯0. With appropriate fixing of the normal-ordering constant, this fixes the
sum of left and right excitation levels to be 2. (I.e., both L and R ∂/∂σ’s have the same
oscillator expansion as the open string’s L0, and get the same sign contribution.) This
restricts vertex operators to go only as ZZ or Z ′, where Z ≡ (P ±X ′)/√2, exactly
those considered in [1] to describe the massless sector. (This is easily extended to
include ghost modes, which are needed to couple the dilaton. But this string-frame
dilaton is a constant in unitary gauges such as lightcone, where the physical scalar is
contained in the trace/determinant of the metric.)
On shell, at the linearized level, in Lorenz gauges, the Z ′ terms can be dropped,
and ZZ can be restricted to ZLZR ≡ 12(P+X ′)(P−X ′), corresponding to the massless
states of the usual closed bosonic string.
Similarly, there is a sign change in terms of oscillators for L0 + L¯0. On the other
hand, the zero-modes contribute with the same sign from the 2 terms, whereas they
cancel for L0 − L¯0. This was required for the absence of winding modes.
The usual conformal-gauge propagator 〈XX〉 is
∆0 = − ln(z¯z + ǫ)
The main difference between the conformal gauge and the HSZ gauge is the switching
of the roles of L0+ L¯0 with L0− L¯0; so effectively L¯0 → −L¯0. Thus we need to change
the sign of the z¯ part of the propagator. (This sign has the same explanation in
terms of oscillators as above.) This can be accomplished by changing the boundary
conditions, adding a homogeneous solution to the propagator:
∆0 → ∆ = ∆0 + 2 ln z¯ = ln
(
z¯
z + ǫ/z¯
)
Making the coordinate transformation relevant for the HSZ gauge,
∆→ ln
[
z¯ − βz
z + ǫ/(z¯ − βz)
]
Dropping an irrelevant constant, the final result is
∆ = ln
[
1− 1
β
z¯
z + ǫ/(z¯ − βz)
]
7(α′ can be restored by rescaling so ∆ ∼ α′.) When we consider the HSZ limit, we
have simply
lim
β→∞
∆ = − z¯
β
1
z
Formally this vanishes in the limit β →∞, in agreement with HSZ. But β acts as an
IR regulator for z¯ integration for 4- and higher-point amplitudes, as we’ll see below.
(It thus takes the place of the corresponding insertions of MS/ACS.)
Any propagators for (anti)chiral fields (ghosts, physical fermions, chiral factors of
vertex operators) receive similar modifications:
1
z
→ 1
z
,
1
z¯
→ 1
β
(
1
z
+
z¯
β
1
z2
)
and similarly for powers of these (but note there is an overall sign change for antichiral
propagators). As for ∆, we have terminated the approximation at first order in z¯/β.
(We’ll see that, except for a trivial rescaling, z¯ and β always come in this combination.)
These results also apply to (the HSZ analog of) lightcone gauge, which is a special
case of conformal gauge. The net effect is that antichiral operators have effectively
become chiral (except for regularization), in line with the HSZ interpretation that the
entire theory is left-handed. Another interpretation, represented by our other family
of gauges, is that all operators are functions of only τ , so the string theory has been
reduced to a particle theory.
At tree level, only ghost zero-modes are relevant, so their propagators are not
needed for calculating amplitudes. The zero-modes saturate the vacuum in the usual
way, as can be derived by expansion and ordinary integration over them.
To see nontrivial 〈XX〉 contributions, we consider the contribution of just the
usual eik·X ’s to an amplitude: ∏
i
〈eiki·X(zi)〉 = eS0
S0 =
1
2β
∑
i,j
ki · kj z¯ij
zij
=
1
β
∑
i
z¯i
∑
j
ki · kj
zij
Integrating over z¯i, ∫ ∞
−∞
dn−3z¯i e
S0 ∼ βn−3
∏
i
δ
(∑
j
ki · kj
zij
)
These are just the CHY factors that enforce the GM conditions. While the MS
approach effectively introduced such factors explicitly through the vertex operators,
we find it more convenient (and more similar to conventional string theory) to obtain
8them after integrating propagators over the usual moduli. Note that the limit β →∞
must be taken before any z¯ integrals are performed, since the exact amplitude is β
independent; the limit gives the first term in a 1/β expansion. (This expansion is
equivalently an expansion in z¯. The β−n from the R vertex operators and the β3 from
the R ghosts cancel the β dependence, due to conformal invariance.)
5. Tree amplitudes
So the net modification to propagators is
〈XX〉 → − z¯
β
1
z
;
1
z
→ 1
z
,
1
z2
→ 1
z2
1
z¯
→ 1
β
(
1
z
+
z¯
β
1
z2
)
,
1
z¯2
→ − 1
β2
(
1
z2
+ 2
z¯
β
1
z3
)
The rules for evaluating amplitudes in the limit β →∞ are then:
(1) Evaluate the conformal-gauge amplitude, except for performing z-z¯ integration.
(2) Substitute the above propagators.
(3)
∫
dn−3z¯ to get (modified) CHY δ-functions.
(4)
∫
dn−3z δn−3 to fix the values of all the z’s in terms of momentum invariants.
As in standard string theory (see, e.g., [9]), such amplitudes can be evaluated by
exponentiating the ∂L,RX factors of the vertex operators:
V =
1
β
∫
d2ζ eik·X+ζǫ·∂LX+βζ¯ǫ¯·∂RX
for anticommuting variables ζ . (We have included canceling factors of β in the defi-
nition in anticipation of that from 1/zR.)
The polarizations have been factorized as
ǫmn = ǫmǫ¯n
Technically they are a sum of such terms, but the vectors can be reassembled into
tensors at the end of the calculation. To make the exponent bosonic, rather then
introduce more fermionic integration variables, we have taken the vector ǫ’s as anti-
commuting: The tensor ones are then still commuting. (The resulting signs obtained
in reassembling the tensors conveniently take the place of ordering signs that would
be required if the vectors were taken as bosonic, making the corresponding part of the
exponent fermionic. It’s interesting to note that in T-duality-manifest form, where L
and R indices are combined into an SO(D,D) index M , ǫMN = ǫM ǫN is antisymmet-
ric by Fermi symmetry, which is consistent with the fact that the doubled metric or
vielbein is orthogonal, and thus linearizes as antisymmetric.)
9The amplitude is then naively, after the z¯ integrals have been evaluated as above,
A ∼ (z12z13z23)2
∫
dn−3z
n∏
i=4
δ
(∑
j
Eij
)(∫
dnζL e
SL
)(∫
dnζR e
SR
)
Eij =
ki · kj
zij
+ ...
S =
∑
i.j
(
±12
ζiζjǫi · ǫj
z2ij
+ i
√
α′
ki · ζjǫj
zij
)
where “S” stands for SL or SR with correspondingly ζǫ or ζ¯ ǫ¯, “±” is + for L and −
for R, and we have restored α′ dependence. We can neglect i = j terms, or apply
ki · ki = ki · ǫi = ǫi · ǫi = 0
(Note that 2 k · ǫ terms are required to replace an ǫ · ǫ term, so orders in α′ are always
integer. Since the ǫ’s are fermionic, ǫi · ǫi = 0 is automatic.)
We can also replace the L and/or R vertex factors with massless compactification
scalar vertex factors (as in the bosonic chirality of the heterotic string): The currents
(P ±X ′)/√2 are then replaced with currents for the gauge group. Writing the gauge
group as a subgroup of U(N), we can then write the terms in the exponential of the
vertex operator as
ζǫ · ∂L,RX → ζψ¯aǫabψb
(L and/or R) in terms of fermionic fields ψ, ψ¯. Since the coupling is now quadratic
rather than linear, the functional integral will give a determinant instead of an expo-
nential,
det
(
δji δ
b
a +
1
zij
ζjǫja
b
)
(for a matrix Mia
jb). This can conveniently be rewritten as usual as det = exp tr
ln, and the group trace of ǫ’s can be rewritten as a Chan-Paton trace of adjoint
representation matrices (structure constants).
The calculation of the 3-point function is identical to the usual string calculation,
since there is no z nor z¯ integration (but still ζ), and according to massless kinematics
all ki · kj = 0. The vertices are those arising from (the T-duality completion of) a
gravity Lagrangian of the form R + R2 + R3 (where R2 is the Gauss-Bonnet combi-
nation so the propagator is still 1/p2). k contributions from S are necessary because
an odd number (3) of ζL’s and of ζR’s are needed. These corrections resemble those
of a “heterotic”-like theory [7], as should have been expected from the left-handed
starting point.
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Generalization to superstrings (in either RNS or manifestly supersymmetric for-
mulations) is straightforward, following the above steps for modifying the gauge
choices and propagators.
But at 4-point and higher, the same problems are found as in MS, except for
the cases they explicitly evaluated, where they reproduced the CHY amplitudes.
As mentioned above, these are exactly the cases where the 3-point receives no α′
corrections.
6. Loops
Similar methods can be applied to loops. (At short distances, the modifications
to the propagator should be the same as for trees.) Generically, the conformal gauge
will give an exponent of the form
E =
∑
i,j
ki · kjGij , Gij = f(zi, zj) + f¯(z¯i, z¯j) + 0-mode terms
We then add a homogeneous term that changes the sign of the z¯ term, and substitute
z → z , z¯ → z − 1
β
z¯
In the limit β →∞, this has the net effect
E → 1
β
∑
i
z¯i
∂
∂zi
E
So integrating over the z¯’s gives
∏
i
δ
(∑
j
ki · kj ∂
∂zi
Gij
)
enforcing the same conditions as from a JWKB approximation with respect to z
integration. These δ’s fix the positions of the vertex operators, leaving integration
over only the moduli that specify the conformal geometry of the worldsheet.
7. Conclusions
Our modification of string theory involves only the use of a singular gauge and
especially a change in worldsheet boundary conditions. (If we were to change only
the gauge but not change the boundary conditions, we would obtain the amplitudes
of the “new dual model” of [10].)
11
So far we have managed only to give a derivation of the HSZ and MS results from
ordinary string theory, explaining the truncation to massless states (and the chiral
nature of the results) by a change in worldsheet boundary conditions. In the future
we hope we further analyze the method, to allow a generalization to other amplitudes
or include α′ corrections.
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